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Abstract protecting such systems, no system is completely impene-
trable. Therefore, protection mechanisms must be in place

When biometric systems require raw images to be stored even after decryption, and replaceability of authentication
in centralized databases, it is imperative that appropriate credentials must be available regardless of the biometric na-
measures are taken to secure these images. A combination ture of the data [5]. We propose a framework that combines
of asymmetric digital watermarking and cryptography can biometric watermarking and public key cryptography to ad-
serve as a powerful mechanismforfacilitating such security dress the aforementioned challenges. Using voice feature
needs. The combination ofthese techniques enables the sys- descriptors to watermark raw iris images, the proposed sys-
tem to handle many issues associated with storing and using tem offers multiple levels of authentication through a (po-
raw biometric data. In this paper, we propose aframework tentially) multibiometric arrangement, while also offering
that encodes voice feature descriptors in raw iris images data integrity and non-repudiation of origin through asym-
thereby offering an example of a secure biometric system. metric cryptography. Through watermarking, the scheme
The contributions of this work are as follows: application offers another degree of protection in terms of tracking the
ofbiometric watermarking to iris images in order to provide origin of data, adds another layer of authentication, and im-
an added level of authentication; a mechanism to validate proves the degree of biometric replaceability by encoding a
the originating source of iris images; understanding levels behavioral biometric into the raw image. By varying input
in which watermarks can be compromised in a biometric parameters of the encoder, the watermarks can offer sev-
system; and implementation of an asymmetric watermark- eral degrees of robustness while leaving the matching per-
ing framework. formance of both the primary (iris) and secondary (voice)

biometrics virtually unaffected. In this work, we will test
the effect of the watermarking scheme on iris image quality

1. Introduction and scoring performance. Additionally, we test the ability to
extract the watermarks related to three real-life application
scenarios: database compression, partial data loss (progres-

The threat associated with identity theft in a networked sive decoding), and data transmission over a noisy channel.
society becomes even more formidable as biometric sys-
tems become commonplace as mechanisms for identity 2. Background
management. In order to maintain long schematic life cy-
cles and desired levels of interoperability, systems must of-
ten store raw biometric images in addition to templates. Due to the holistic nature of the proposed scheme it will

Furtermre,espte he cncetedeffots o dvelo iner- be beneficial to briefly outline the main processes I tech-Furthermore, despite the concerted efforts to develop inter-
nqe tlzdwti h ytm h olwn itot

national standards for biometric templates, one can assume niques utilized within the system. The following list out-
lines said processes as they are conventionally known:that raw images will continue to be stored in many sys-

tems for reasons of insurance and support of legacy systems. * Watermarking- Inserting a pattern of bits into a dig-
While offering a variety of benefits related to performance ital image, audio, or video file that identifies the file's
and capabilities, storing raw biometric data does not come copyright information (author, rights, etc.).
without a price. Centralized databases become veritable
gold mines for identity theft by fraudulent individuals seek- * C toraphy Ptecing ifmt nb t
ing out access to protected information. For these reasons,igt(ecyini)itoauradbefmt,ald
state of the art cryptographic protocols must be employed cipher text (or an encrypted file).
to protect the raw data of individuals enrolled in such sys- Definitions to other terms applicable to this paper such as
tems. Furthermore, even with the available technologies for visibility, blindness, symmetry, robustness, and fragility
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can be found in [3][4][8], and have been omitted here for process has to be slightly modified to take this into consid-
brevity. eration. For example, Jain and Uludag [5] modify the en-

coding equation to take in local image information such as

3. Watermark Encoding and Decoding gradient, PGM, and standard deviation, PSD, of the cross-
shaped neighborhood in order to adjust the watermarking
strength. Parameters A and B aid in adjusting the strength

Amplitude Modulation is an encoding scheme that is of the standard deviation and gradient when modulating the
used to incorporate a watermark in the spatial domain of an bits to be encoded. The following equation represents this
image. This is one of the more widely studied modulation adaptation.
techniques in the field of communication and signal pro- Pwm(i, ) P(i,i)±
cessing. We present below a brief description of the encod-
ing and decoding techniques used in the proposed frame- (2S-1)PAV(i,j)q 1+ PSD (i: j) 1 + PGM (i: j) (2)
work; this is based on the technique described by Kutter et A B
al. [7].

where PAV represents the average pixels in a 5x5 neigh-
3.1. Encoding borhood centered around i,j. Certain considerations need to

be addressed in terms of encoding watermarks in the bio-
metric region of interest (ROI) in the host image, viz., the

In[7] waemakn bit ar emeddmlil. ie degree to which encoding the watermark in the ROI affects
in a color image by modifying the pixel values in the blue the tching erformnc the hot iometRIc.
channel. These modifications are either additive or subtrac-
tive, depending on the value of the bit, s, and its proportion-
ality to the luminance: Bij <- Bij + (2s - l)Lijq, where 4. Framework Design
(i, j) is the randomly selected embedding location, Bij is
the pixel intensity of the blue channel at (i, j), L is the In this section we briefly describe the overall framework
luminance value at (i, j), and q is the encoding strength. of the proposed system. It is generalized so that it could

be applied to various biometric authentication environments
3.2. Decoding such as internal or external web-based identity management

or point-of-entry (POE) applications. Figure 1 shows all
The decoding process is required to retrieve the water- phases of a potential verification process. Beginning with

marking bits in order. This is accomplished by estimat- a request by the user (Alice) to access some resource pro-
ing a linear combination of the pixels in a cross-shaped tected by the system (Bob), Alice supplies her authenti-
neighborhood around the encoded bit as follows: Bij = cation data, specifically an iris image watermarked with aneighborhood around the encoded bit as follows: Bij voice feature descriptor. This data could be stored elec-

c c\
1 E Bi+k,j + E Bi,j - 2Bij , where the size tronically in a web-based profile or physically on a secure

k=-c k=-c token. The most important aspect of this data is that is it
of the neighborhood is c. After decoding and arriving at an will have been previously encrypted using public key in-
estimated pixel Bij value, the difference between the esti- frastructure (PKI). More specifically, the data will first be
mated and watermarked pixels is averaged over all embed- encrypted with Bob's public key and then signed with Al-
ding locations for that bit. Finally the sign of this value in- ice's private key [4]. At this point, the system would pro-
dicates the bit (if positive =1, if negative = 0). However, to cess the user's ID and encrypted data. Bob's first step in-
attenuate robustness to compression, cropping, and affine volves decrypting the data using Alice's public key and his
transformations, an adaptive thresholding method is intro- private key. Next, the system passes the authenticated and
duced: append 2 bits to every bit stream that are always set decrypted iris image through the watermark decoder. The
to {0, 1 } respectively as seen in Equation 1 extraction of the voice descriptor is then used to further ver-

ify the authenticity of the image. Finally, the system can

>
60+61 60 average diff of all 0 referencebits proceed with biometric verification using the iris image or

bit = otherwise2 61 average diff of all I reference bits (1) optionally conduct multimodal verification using both the
otherwibaverage duff of current bit iris image and the voice feature descriptor. Upon conclu-

sion of the process, the system has provided multiple levels
3.3. Adaptation to Biometric Data of authentication through cryptography, watermark verifi-

cation, and potentially with multimodal biometric verifica-
The biometric image medium (i.e., iris) is usually avail- tion. The system provides data integrity through cryptogra-

able in grayscale (near-JR image). Therefore, the encoding phy, and non-repudiation of origin through PKI. Addition-
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[8].

Enrollment Our amplitude modulation technique involves three

[34.67, 67.89,78.23,...] Iris ImagefiJ~~ parameters for watermarking iris images; encoding
L34.67,67.89,78.23.... Iris ImageA1i, |strength, the number of times the watermark sequence

|Oil~eFeature is encoded or repeated, and the percentage of watermark
vectorAli-~ubic ey~bencoding that take place in the iris itself. The following list

represents the set and range of parameter values we chose
Watermarked Iris ImageMic, to analyze:

* Encoding Strength- (0.1, 0.06, 0.04)
Public KeyB.b Private Keyui,|

* Number of Times Encoded- (60, 40, 20)
Signed / EncryptedWatermarked * Encoding Location- (67%, 33%, 0%) (in iris)

Iris ImageAE i3n

----;-------------------------1------------------------------Therefore, each of the 200 iris images were aemre
VefificationI

....................................total of 27 ways (3 X 3 X 3) for a grand total of 5,400 water-
Public Keyuj_ Private KeYB.b marked images. The first two parameter sets were arrived

through preliminary extraction tests. The third set of val-
Authenticated / Decrypted ues were chosen as a trade-off between minimally affecting
Watermarked Iris Imageuj_ the iris recognition system and keeping the images robust to

tampering.

11 ~~~~~~~~~Voice llDB Noisy Progressive|

FIris ImageAiic, VieFature VectorAMj- Watermark Compression Channel Decoding

Authentication/Verification

Alice (User) Bob (System)
(requesting access) (controlling access)

Figure 1. System Framework: Enrollment and
Verification. 3.

ally, the watermarking provides a level of tracking cryptog- lm
raphy alone cannot provide, as the decrypted images will Figure 2. Experimental Points of Analysis.
still have watermarks that indicate the origin of an image. If
necessary, the system could also include file hashing tech- Beyond analyzing the change in iris image quality,
niques to add another measure of data integrity and water- matching performance, and perceptibility of the different
mark fragility. parameter variations, we set up three watermark extrac-

tion experiments outlined in Figure 2. The first experi-
5. Experimental Design ment involves database compression. As there is no current

standard for compressing iris images, we took two popular
We chose to test our watermarking scheme on a subset compression algorithms (JPEG and JPEG 2000) and com-

of images from the WVU biometric database. One hundred pressed the original images in the following ways:
iris classes were selected, with two images per class.
Images were watermarked with randomly generated 64 * JPEG: (compression quality)- (80,60,40,20)
bit binary sequences. The length of the sequence was * JPEG 2000 (J2K): (bpp)- (0.95,0.75,0.55,0.35)
based on the work done by Monrose, Reiter, and Wetzel in
which voice was used as a seed to generate cryptographic Table 1 shows the image statistics for the two compres-
private keys. Using 60 bit sequence, they were able to sion algorithms. It should be noted that the compressed
reliably reconstruct keys. The 60 bit sequence represented sizes for the JPEG images represent averages across mul-
a passphrase of approximately 10 words: this was assumed tiple compression qualities, whereas the sizes for J2K are
to be more than adequate length for the proposed system exact.
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Original Size JPEG Quality J2K Ratio Compressed Size
301 KB 80 0.95 bpp 36 KB
301 KB 60 0.75 bpp 23 KB
301 KB 40 0.55 bpp 17 KB
301 KB 20 0.35 bpp z10KB

Table 1. Compression Statistics. (a)Original (b)Original

Next, we attempted to simulate environments that may
contain partial biometric information associated with pro-
gressive image transmission. Using the wavelet trans-
form, we simulated partial image transmission by incremen-

(c) 0.1-60-0.67 (d) 0.04-20-0.33
tally decreasing the amount of detail coefficients that were
thresholded, similar to the technique indicated in [2]. Con-
sequently, partially decoded images contained 25%, 50%
and 75% information with respect to the original image.
Figure 3 shows such a simulated progressively transmitted
image.

(e) 0.1-60-0.67 diff. img. (f) 0.04-20-0.33 diff. img.
The final experiment involved transmitting data over a Fiue4PrcpbltyoWarm kdI-

noisy channel as in mobile communication and satellite sys-
tems. We applied additive zero mean white Gaussian noise ages.
(AWGN) to the compressed images using Equation 3.

1'(x,y) =I(x,y) + N where N -N(0, a2) 1 0.1-60-0.67 10 0.06-60-0.67 19 0.04-60-0.67
(3) 2 0.1-60-0.33 11 0.06-60-0.33 20 0.04-60-0.33

52 {10-2, 10-3, 10-4, 1o-}. 3 0.1-60-0.00 12 0.06-60-0.00 21 0.04-60-0.00

4 0.1-40-0.67 13 0.06-40-0.67 22 0.04-40-0.67
5 0.1-40-0.33 14 0.06-40-0.33 23 0.04-40-0.33
6 0.1-40-0.00 15 0.06-40-0.00 24 0.04-40-0.00
7 0.1-20-0.67 16 0.06-20-0.67 25 0.04-20-0.67
8 0.1-20-0.33 17 0.06-20-0.33 26 0.04-20-0.33
9 0.1-20-0.00 18 0.06-20-0.00 27 0.04-20-0.00

....' Table 2. Different Combination of Watermark-
(a) JPEG (20) (b) Partial Decoding ing Parameters.

(50%)

Figure 3. Compressed and Progressively De-
coded Irides.

6.2. Effect on Image Quality

6. Experimental Results

6.1.Watermark Perceptibility

As defined in [6] overall iris image quality ranges from
0-1 based on 7 quality factors. In our experiment, each
of the watermarking parameter combinations have been as-

As a requirement of the proposed system, watermarks signed a number 1-27. Table 2 outlines these assignments
should be imperceptible to the user. Figure 4 shows the in order of encoding strength, number of times encoded,
visibility of the watermark in two watermarking schemes. and percent encoded in the iris. Differences in quality be-
Images (a) and (b) represent the original images, (c) and (d) tween original and watermarked as well as between origi-
represent the watermarked images, and (e) and (f) represent nal and reconstructed images were calculated. All differ-
the difference between the original and the watermarked im- ences were found to be significantly small. The average
ages. Clearly, the goal of imperceptibility to the naked eye quality difference across parameter combinations for water-
is met as even the most perceptible parameter combination marked images was -0.003, and the average quality differ-
is not noticeable without the help of electronic processing ence across parameter combinations for reconstructed im-
techniques. ages was -0.005.
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6.3.EffectonMatching Performance Watermark Extractability: Original vs. J2K Compression
e. original l l l

0.45 -+- J2K 0.35 bpp
J2K 0.55 bpp

0.4 -*- J2K 0.75 bppFor each user, the hamming distance was calculated be- J2K075bpp
tween two templates obtained from non-watermarked im- 0.35
ages. Next, a watermark was applied to all images 27 dif- m
ferent times: one for each combination of the parameters. m 0.2
Then the average hamming distance was calculated between 0.15

all reconstructed image pairs. The Equal Error Rate (EER) 0.1

of the original image set was calculated to be 7.164%, and 0, ,,
the average EER across the 27 reconstructed schemes was 0 5 10 15 20 25

6.975%. Based on this, we conclude that our watermark-
ing scheme has little impact on average hamming distance
across all users. As a result, we believe that recognition Figure 6. Extractability: Original vs. J2K
performance would remain relatively unaffected by the wa- Compres6.
termarking system. We also compared the original images Compressed.
with the watermarked images. The average EER across 6.5. Extraction after Partial Progressive
all 27 watermarking schemes was 7.354%, not significantly Transmission
higher than the original EER.

Figure 7 shows the ability to extract watermarks at vari-

6.4.Extraction after Compression ous intervals of partial progressive image transmission. The
intervals were applied to a previously JPEG compressed im-
age at a quality level of 80. The graph demonstrates that the

Figure 5 shows the effect of JPEG compression on wa- first 6 parameter combinations allow for relatively success-
termark extractability. The x-axis represents each of the 27 ful watermark extraction with bit errors falling below 5%.
parameter combinations as seen in Table 2. The y-axis rep- This holds true with up to 50% of the image partially de-
resents average percentage bit error across all 200 images coded.
for each parameter combination. As the graph indicates,

thewatermarking scheme offers an average bit error that Watermark Extractability:JPEG Partial Progressive ImageTransmission
-0- JPEG 80is less than -5% for JPEG compression for several differ- 0.45 JPEG80 25r

ent parameter combinations. Figure 6 shows the effect of 0.4 --- JPEG80 75%

Waterak Extratability: Original vs. JPEG Compresion -
0.25

0.45 -+- JPEG 20

JPE 4 0.1fi

0.4 -*--JPEG60

0.15 Figure 7. Extractability: JPEG Partial Pro-
01kS = 24 X _ ~~~gressive Transmission.

m .5-0 5 10 15 20 25
o-o~~ ~ ~ ~ ~ Praee Paraeteinationio

Figure 8 shows the same partial progressive extraction
Figure 5. Extractability: Original vs. JPEG afterJ2KPcompressionat.9bpp.Weagainnotice thatthe
compressed. J2K compression appears to be less detrimental to the ex-

traction process, offering lower levels of bit error compared
to similar JPEG compression ratios.

J2K compression on extractability. We see here that the ex-
tractability seems to be more robust offering several more 6.6. Extraction after Transmission over a
combinations that are below 5% average bit error across Noisy Channel
multiple compression levels. Furthermore, we see less sen-
sitivity to a change in the encoding strength (see parameter Due to space limitations, we chose not to provide graph-
combinations 9-10 & 18-19). ical representation formoreportionft r of the experiment. De-
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modality) and the biometric ternplate data (another modal-Watermark Extractability: J2K Partial Progressive Image Transmissionmo aiy an th bo erct mp ted a(n ter o al
E.-- J2K0.95 BPP ity). Given template reconstruction technologies, both bio-

0.45 - J2K 0.95 BPP - 25%0-- J2K 0.95 BPP 50% metrics can be considered compromised, whereas only one0.4 -s- J2K 0.95BPP - 75%cacopmie,nl
0.35 biometric is compromised in the event of a behavioral tem-
0.3 plate watermark (replaceable) [1].

0.25 Beyond the attractive features of the framework, we have
02 shown that our watermarking scheme does not significantly

0.15 < / < /,impede iris image quality or biometric matching perfor-
0.05 mance. Additionally, we have demonstrated that the pro-
01- ) 510 15 20 25posed watermarking scheme provides a degree of robust-

ParameterCombination ness to three realistic watermarking application scenarios:

Figure 8. Extractability: J2K Partial Progres- database compression, data transmission over a noisy chan-
sive Transmission. nel, and partial data loss (progressive decoding).
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